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◻ 2015 World Aquatics Championships 
of the year (as Aquatica 2015) - the 
16th in a row championship under the 
auspices of the International Swimming 
Federation (FINA), which was held in 
Kazan (Russia) from July 24 to August 
9, 2015. In the championship have 
been played a record number of sets 
of medals (75, including 42 - in 
swimming), and was attended by a 
record number of athletes (about 
2500), a record number of countries 
(190).



◻ World Championship FINA previously held either in 
Russia or in the Soviet Union. FINA President Julio 
Maglione called the best championship in the history 
of FINA.



◻ Competitions in six water sports (swimming, open water 
swimming, diving and high diving, synchronized swimming and 
water polo), have been on four main arenas. The new discipline 
of FINA high diving (diving 20 meters for men and 27 meters 
for men) were presented at the XX Congress of the FINA 
Technical and officially included in the program of the World 
Championship , starting in 2013 in Barcelona, Spain.



◻ Were first presented mixed  in the synchronized 
swimming duets.



Choose city

◻ The decision to hold the 16th championship in 2015, it was 
announced July 15, 2011 at the General Congress of 
FINA, held in Shanghai - host city of the 14th World 
Championships in 2011.

◻ Apart from Kazan to host the originally claimed: 
Guadalajara (Mexico), Hong Kong, Guangzhou (China) 
and Montreal (Canada). The last two cities have withdrawn 
shortly before the vote.



Symbols

◻ The logo of the championship is a highly stylized multicolored 
plan Kazan with symbols included sports icons. Mascots 
Championship began corresponding symbol of Tatarstan 
«Barsik» Itil (the boy) and Alsu (girl) in bathing suits. The 
slogan of the championship - «Water of Life», in the 
Russian-language version - "Living Water".



      Medals

◻ Championship medals contain the name, city and date of the 
rim and displacement country, city and year of logos 
Championships and FINA in the domestic blue background with 
the effect of living water; they are made of zinc-plated with a 
corresponding gold, silver and bronze.

◻   Russian Post - 320,000 stamps and a commemorative booklet 
with envelopes and stamps the first day of extinction.



Sports complexes

◻ Three main object of the competition of the four were located 
next to each other. All competition and training facilities are 
conveniently located on the main areas and roads, making them 
easily accessible to the participants and spectators coming to 
the event by public transport. Projects, construction and 
equipping of all objects of the requirements of FINA.



Swimming Kazan Arena
Synchronized swimming Kazan Arena

Jumping to water Water Sports Palace
Water Polo Arena for water polo

Swimming in open water river Kazanka
High diving river Kazanka

Training arena Pool "Orgsintez"
Pool “Burevestnik"

Pool "Olymp"
Pool "Akcharlak"






